Abstract. In model-checking, systems are often given as products. We propose an approach that is built on a preprocessing of specifications in terms of appropriate automata. This allows to incorporate information about the local behaviour and synchronization of the system components into the specification. We develop a framework of (partially) synchronized automaton products and a format of corresponding specification automata that allows for a compositional failure detection of linear regular properties (either for finite or for infinite behaviour). As a result we obtain an algorithm which separates the local and the non-local segments of system runs, resulting in improved complexity bounds in typical specifications.
Introduction
In model-checking we examine whether a given system, normally modelled as a transition system, satisfies a specification, modelled as a logic formula. The systems under investigation often arise as products composed of several components -again transition systems -that may interact with some or all other components and may also perform actions independently of the other components. The main problem in this scenario is the question of state space explosion, studied in a large body of literature, see e. g. [BK08] .
The basic problem is to separate aspects of the specification that are local (to the components) from each other and from synchronizing features. This is a natural idea which is also familiar from the "composition method" of algorithmic model theory. The method allows to deduce the truth of a formula in a product from information about the truth value of formulas in the components. In model theory this approach was initiated in the pioneering paper [FV59] of Feferman and Vaught and further developed by numerous authors [CK90,GS98,Hod93,Mak04,Mos52,She75, Tho97a] . For more recent results, now in the field of model-checking, see [Fel08, FT09, Rab07, WT04] . The complexity of this compositional approach is excessive (in fact, non-elementary in the size of the given formula -even for modal logic and first-order logic), due to the large number of auxiliary formulas that have to be constructed. At least for first-order logic this effect is known to be unavoidable [DGKS07] . (Apart from this, the classical approach is restricted to (variants of) first-order logic. Already for modal logic extended by the logical operator EG and for first-order logic with regular reachability predicates the composition method fails [Rab07, WT04] .)
In the present paper we offer a compositional analysis of reachability (motivated by failure detection) that may lead to a considerable reduction of the high complexity as known from the logical framework. Our approach relies on automata theoretic specifications. The present paper is an extended and corrected version of [FT11] .
Another advantage of the insistence on automata as specification formalism is the avoidance of the initial conversion of a given logic formula to an automaton. In most cases (e. g., for temporal, first-order or monadic second-order logic), the costs of this conversion of formulas are exponential (or much more) in time complexity. (It is well-known that an MSO(<) formula can be translated into an equivalent automaton [Büc60, Elg61] and that the complexity of this translation is non-elementary [AHU74, Tho97b] .)
In the present work we start with the description of undesired behaviour using a "complement specification", denoted Spec. The given system is a partially synchronized product Sys with (binary, labeled) relations and (unary) predicates. We split Spec into parts which can be checked in the individual components. For purpose of exposition, we first consider the case of Spec where unary predicates are missing, and then treat the general case.
The general idea is to split the complement specification automaton into parts (called "local blocks") each of which has only labels and predicates from a fixed set of components. As result we then get the local blocks (as mentioned above, as specification automata which can be checked in the individual components) and a "global specification automaton" Glob which describes the possible concatenations of these local block automata. For this, information about the synchronization behaviour of a transition is used: the "synchronization profile". This profile specifies which of the components are synchronized via the transition's label. In the runs of Glob, sequences of transitions with the same synchronization profile are grouped together.
In the main result, first stated for the case without unary predicates, the question whether a product of transition systems and a given complement specification automaton have paths with a common labeling is reduced to the question whether a path in the global specification automaton exists such that the components and parts of the complement specification which are described by the local blocks of the global specification automaton have paths with common labeling. The presented result is limited to complement specifications with "bounded synchronization", i. e. specifications which can use only a bounded number of synchronization transitions of the same profile in a sequence. However, in Section 6 we add some remarks how this restriction can be avoided.
For the generalization of the result to specifications with predicates we first linearize the transition system Sys and the complement specification Spec: We code the predicates of states in labeled self-loops of these states and thus dissolve, for example, the fulfillment of predicates p 1 , ¬p 2 , p 3 at a state s into the subsequent execution of self loops at s, labeled p 1 , ¬p 2 , p 3 . If an action move c is executable at s, the corresponding c-transition may be taken after the mentioned self-loops.
The terminological complexity of a compositional framework as developed here is considerable -an unavoidable feature also known from the literature above. As a gain of this effort, we will show that the algorithm derived from this automaton composition method will only be double exponential (2 2 r 2 ) in the number of states r the largest component has. Further it will be exponential in the number of components and of states and predicates the complement specification has.
Of course, a drawback is the necessity of preprocessing when a logical specification is given. However, in many practical situations, when specifications are short, this preprocessing can often be done efficiently in spite of the exponential standard algorithms [Wol01] . In other cases, one might be able to use automata theoretic specifications directly.
The applicability of our method depends on an appropriate set-up of the specification automaton: It should offer as much as possible the potential to separate the various local and synchronized computations. Of course, in the worst case as represented by always fully synchronized transitions, the decomposition does not pay (since only blocks of length one are formed).
The paper is structured as follows: After this introduction we present in Sect. 2 technical preliminaries. For this, we show our notion of a synchronized product and the complement specification automaton. These definitions are then used in Sect. 3 in the main result for specifications without predicates. We further add a sketch how this result can be generalized to infinite behaviours captured by Büchi automata. In Sect. 4 we introduce definitions and notions needed for the generalization of the main result which is shown in Sect. 5. This generalization allows to capture specifications with unary predicates. We conclude the paper in Sect. 6 with a summary and some remarks on open problems.
Technical Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the basic definitions: In Sect. 2.1 we treat products of transition systems and in Sect. 2.2 the automaton models used for the complement specification and its transformation into the global automaton. In Sect. 2.3 we define transition profiles as in [KN01] . Based on these profiles we introduce in Sect. 2.4 the notion of an effect of an automaton A on an automaton B -the state changes of A that are possible by words in the language of B.
Products of Transition Systems
A transition system is a labeled graph K = (S, {R a | a ∈ Σ}, {P v | v ∈ V }) with state set S, transition relations R a ⊆ S × S and predicates P v ⊂ S.
We introduce our notion of a synchronized product with asynchronous and synchronous behaviour: Synchronized transitions are transitions which are taken at the same time in a subset of the components -captured by the "synchronization profile" -and independently of the transitions of the other components. Asynchronous transitions are taken independently of the transitions in all other components. They can be seen as synchronized with a trivial synchronization profile (i. e. a synchronization profile which contains only one component index).
From now on, we use [m] for m ∈ N as an abbreviation for the set {1, . . . , m}.
Definition 1 (Synchronized product). Let [n] be a finite set of indices and Σ an alphabet of labels (for the transitions) and V := {v 1 , . . . , v l } a set of names for the unary predicates. For i ∈ [n] let a component transition system K i be of the form
as mentioned above. A synchronization profile sp(c) for c ∈ Σ defines which components are synchronized via c-transitions and is formally defined as sp :
-the state setS is the product of the component state sets:S := i∈[n] S i .
(We writes[i] for the state of the i-th component ofs ∈S.) -the synchronized transition relationR c is defined by (x,ȳ) ∈R c iff ∀i ∈ sp(c):
Example 1. In Fig. 1 we show a synchronized product K of two components K 1 , K 2 with asynchronous a-and b-transitions in K 1 , respectively K 2 , and synchronized c-transitions with synchronization profile {1, 2}. For better readability, the state names of K 1 , K 2 are chosen differently.
Automata
In this section we introduce the format of complement specification automata for a given synchronized product. They are used to express properties that lead to a failure in the product. Afterwards, we translate the complement specification automaton into a "global specification automaton". For this, the complement specification is split into parts that can be checked in the synchronization profiles. We restrict ourselves to complement specifications that are able to check only a bounded number of synchronized transitions of the same non-trivial synchronization profile in a sequence. Note that the definitions in this section do not treat unary predicates of a product yet. How to cope with the predicates will be shown in Sect. 4 and 5.
Let us recall usual finite automata to fix notation. A (non-deterministic) finite automaton is defined by A := (Q, Σ, ∆, q 0 , F ) with finite state set Q, input alphabet Σ, transition relation ∆ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q, initial state q 0 ∈ Q and final state set F ⊆ Q.
A (bounded synchronized) complement specification automaton is a finite automaton, compatible with the alphabet of the transitions of the product, which uses only fixed numbers of synchronization transitions in a sequence.
Definition 2. A (bounded synchronized) complement specification automaton without predicates is a finite automaton A Spec = (Q, Σ, ∆ Spec , q 0 , F ) which is compatible with the action alphabet of the synchronized product and fulfills the following property: for every synchronization profile sp(c), c ∈ Σ which is not a singleton {i}, i ∈ I the restriction of A Spec to all transitions of this synchronization profile sp(c) contains no loops.
The global specification automaton of a complement specification combines subsequent transitions of the same synchronization profile. Such a combination will result in "super"-transitions labeled from a local block alphabet: the alphabet of all sub-automata A I q,q ′ (,w) of A Spec where A I q,q ′ (,w) contains only transitions from the components of I and q ′ is reachable by w from q. The letter A I q,q ′ with trivial set I = {i} is used for a block of asynchronous transitions from the component index i and the letter A I q,q ′ ,w with non-trivial I is used for blocks of synchronized transitions of the component indices from I.
Definition 3 (Global specification automaton). Given a complement specification automaton A Spec = (Q, Σ, ∆ Spec , q 0 , F ), let the global specification automaton of A Spec be A Glob := (G, Σ B , ∆ Glob , q 0 , F ) where:
1. the state set G contains all states of Q such that in A Spec there are out-going and in-coming transitions that belong to different synchronization profiles:
. the set Σ B is the local block alphabet of (a) the letters A I′ with q, q ′ ∈ G and I = sp(c) is a singleton for a letter c ∈ Σ of asynchronous transitions and (b) the letters A I q,q ′ ,w with q, q ′ ∈ G and I = sp(c) for a c-labeled synchronized transition and there exists a w-labelled path in A Spec from q to q ′ using only letters from the components in I, 3. the transition relation ∆ Glob is defined as the set {(q, t, q ′ ) | q, q ′ ∈ G such that there exists a path labelled by a word w from q to q ′ in A Spec containing only labels of the components of I. The letter t is A I′ if I is a singleton and A I q,q ′ ,w otherwise.}.
For a given z = t 1 . . . t u ∈ L(A Glob ) let the projection of z to component i, denoted by z↾ i , be the restriction of z to all t j = A
Example 2. Figure 2 shows a complement specification and its transformation into a global automaton for the product from Fig. 1 . Each letter from the local block alphabet can be interpreted as an automaton A I q,q ′ (,w) , e. g. the letter A {1} q 0 q 3 corresponds to the automaton A Spec with initial state q 0 , final state set {q 3 }, and transitions (q 0 , a, q 1 ), (q 1 , a, q 1 ) and (q 1 , a, q 3 ).
Transition Profiles
For an automaton A we now define transition profiles according to [KN01] . Informally, a transition profile describes a class of words such that the automaton acts on these words in the same way.
Definition 4 (Transition profile).
Given an automaton A with state set Q and states p, q ∈ Q. Let p 
. Because A has finitely many states, there are only finitely many transition profiles and the index of ∼ A is finite.
Definition 5. Let t 1 , t 2 ∈ T P A be transition profiles of A then t 1 • t 2 -called the concatenation of t 1 and t 2 -is defined as follows: p → q ∈ t 1 • t 2 iff ∃r ∈ Q: (p → r ∈ t 1 and r → q ∈ t 2 ) and p ⇒ q ∈ t 1 • t 2 iff ∃r ∈ Q: (p ⇒ r ∈ t 1 and r → q ∈ t 2 ) or (p → r ∈ t 1 and r ⇒ q ∈ t 2 ). Let T 1 , T 2 ⊆ T P A be subsets of transition profiles. The concatenation
Effect of an Automaton
For the proof of the complexity of the main theorem, we use a precalculation of the "effect" of an automaton A on a transition system (seen as an automaton B). This effect describes which state changes are possible in B by the words in the language of A.
We first introduce a concatenation of automata. The concatenation automaton A 1 · A 2 is defined by the union of A 1 and A 2 with additional transitions (p, ε, q 0 ) for all final states p of A 1 and where q 0 is the initial state of A 2 . The concatenation ε-NFA 1 recognizes the concatenation of the languages of the involved automata. Formally, A 1 · A 2 is defined as follows.
We assume that Q 1 and Q 2 are disjoint, otherwise we use a renamed copy of the state set. The concatenation (ε)-
Based on the transition profiles of the last section we now introduce the notion of an effect of an automaton.
Definition 7 (Effect of an automaton). Given two automata A, B the effect of A on B is defined by the set of transition profiles of B that are chosen by the words in the language of A, formally Θ(A,
The effect of A on B is always a finite set of transition profiles, because there are only finitely many transition profiles of A at all. We give a sketch of an algorithm to compute the effect of A := (Q A , Σ, ∆ A , p 0 , F A ) on B := (Q B , Σ, ∆ B , q 0 , F B ). Let C := A×B be the product automaton with final state set
iff the path of w in C visits a state (q f , p) with q f ∈ F A and there exists no larger l ′ > l and k ′ > k with the same conditions.
It suffices to check a finite number of words w (until we get a state repetition in C) to determine the effect of A on B. Given automata A 1 , A 2 , B the effect of the concatenation automaton A 1 · A 2 on B is determined by concatenating the transition profiles of the effect of A 1 on B and A 2 on B.
Composition: Simple Case
In this section we present the result that reduces the question whether a given synchronized product and given complement specification (with bounded synchronization) have common labeling sequences to checking whether the components of this product and certain parts of the complement specification have common labeling sequences.
Theorem 1. For a given (bounded synchronized) complement specification automaton A Spec without predicates and any synchronized product A Sys of components K i for i ∈ I, compatible with A Spec , we have:
Let us mention that the length of the word z can be restricted. A complexity analysis is deferred to the treatment of the general case in Sect. 5.
Example 3. The complement specification A Spec from Fig. 2 expresses that a synchronized transition should never be taken after any component has taken more than two asynchronous transitions. Obviously, in the product from Fig. 1 there is a path which conflicts with this property, namely (12, a, 13, a, 12, c, 24).
In A Glob there exists a path with label z = A
q 3 ,q 4 ,c and for
q 3 ,q 4 ,c there exists the label sequence aac in K 1 and for z ↾ 2 = A 1,2 q 3 ,q 4 ,c there exists the label sequence c in K 2 . These sequences lead together to the failure via aac to state 24 in the product.
We can generalize Theorem 1 to complement specifications given as Büchi automata. Thus, we can capture all linear time properties which can be converted into Büchi automata with a bounded synchronization. For the conversion standard techniques can be used.
Corollary 1. For a given bounded synchronized complement specification Büchi automaton B Spec and any synchronized product A Sys compatible with A Spec :
-either a finite word and at least one word z↾ i ends with Büchi automaton as local block -or an ω-word and all local blocks of z↾ i are finite automata.
Extension to Specifications with Predicates
In this section we discuss specifications with unary predicates. For this, we encode in Sect. 4.1 the predicates (respectively their negation) in the components (as well as in the product) as self-loop transitions. In Sect. 4.2 we fix the format we use for a complement specification automaton that is compatible with the actions and the predicates of a product and consider a small modification to improve the results later. For the complement specification we introduce in Sect. 4.3 a sequential projection which allows us to verify which predicates hold at a state in the product by checking that all (possibly negated) "predicate" transitions exist before taking a "normal" transition. Further, we analyse the transition structure of the complement specification to reduce (in the sequential projection) the number of checks of "predicate" transitions, if successive "normal" transitions belong to the same synchronization profiles. We continue in Sect. 4.4 with a formal definition of a sequential projection of a word: This projection translates a word with letters like (a, 1, 1, 0) T to words where the predicates are checked via the self loop transitions, e. g. (a, 1, 1, 0) T is translated to uv¬wa. In Sect. 4.5 we conclude by splitting the sequential projection into the local blocks of a global automaton as in Sect. 3.
Modification of the Product
To store the predicates as self loop transitions, we modify the components by adding transition relations R i v /R i ¬v with (x, x) ∈ R i v /R i ¬v iff x ∈ P v /x ∈ P v , and we modify the synchronized product by adding transition relationsR (¬)v i with (x,ȳ) ∈R (¬)v i iffx =ȳ and ( To compare the paths of a synchronized product with the complement specification, we translate A Sys in an expanded form A ESys , where the values of the predicates are added to the transition labels, e. g. we have s As preparation for the sequential projection of the complement specification and to reduce the number of checks of "predicate" transitions in it, we introduce the notion of switching transitions: for subsequent transitions we distinguish between transitions that use labels of the same synchronization profile as the transition before and those which switch to another component.
We (c 1 ,B 1 ), s 1 ) . Note that this modification does not change the language of the automaton, but ensures that after taking the transition from s to s ′ -meaning that we would take the self-loop transition in the original automaton once -we are now in a state which is only reachable by transitions in which the values of the predicates of the other components do not change until we leave this state. Thus, in a run which repeats the state s ′ all transitions from s ′ to s ′ can be checked in the same component/synchronization profile. Fig. 4 shows a complement specification automaton and Fig. 5 this modification.
Sequential Projection of a Complement Specification
The sequential projection A P roj of a complement specification A Spec = (Q, Σ × B l·n , ∆ Spec , q 0 , F ) transfers the truth value of the predicates into "predicate transitions" which are checked before the "normal transitions". It is defined as the automaton
We explain the definition of the transition relation ∆ P roj : for a transition t = (q, (c, B 1 , . . . , B n ), q ′ ) ∈ ∆ Spec we check the predicates -corresponding to B 1 , . . . , B n -one after the other and afterwards the label c of the transition t. Note that the order in which the predicates have to be checked can be chosen freely. For each synchronized transition with c ∈ Σ we first verify that for all components different from sp(c) there exist transitions for the predicates corresponding to the sets B j of t before verifying this for the components of sp(c) and before taking the c-labeled transition. If the transition is non-switching with respect to all predecessor transitions, we only check the predicates of the components of sp(c) before taking the c-labeled transition.
To define ∆ P roj formally, we introduce for a transition to a state q and with label B := (a, B 1 , . . . , B n ), B i = (b i 1 , . . . b i l ) and a fixed number k ∈ {0, l, 2 · l, . . . , (n − 1) · l} the abbreviation (B, k, q) B i (B, k + l, q) to denote the sequence of transitions (B, k, q)
The transition relation ∆ P roj is then defined as follows: Let t := (q, B, q ′ ) ∈ ∆ Spec be a synchronized transition with label c ∈ Σ and synchronization profile sp(c) = {i 1 , . . . , i m }. If there exists a predecessor transition t ′ such that t is switching w.r.t. t ′ , we add the transitions q := (B, 0, q ′ ) . . , A n ), q) ∈ ∆ Spec , only the predicates of the components from sp(c) have to be checked for t so only
Example 5. In Fig. 6 we see the sequential projection of the modified complement specification from Fig. 5 . For readability the states that were added to the complement specification automaton are abbreviated with r i (1 ≤ i ≤ 16), where e. g. r 10 := ((a, 1, 1, 0) T , 1, q 1 ) and r 6 := ((c, 0, 0, 0) T , 3, q 2 ). The transitions for the predicates P u , P v , P w are labeled with u, v, w, respectively their negation. To indicate the assigned component, the transitions with labels of K 1 , K 2 , respectively K 3 , are drawn as normal, dashed respectively dotted lines. The transitions of the synchronization profile sp(c) = sp(d) = {2, 3} are drawn as zigzag lines.
Sequential Projection of a Word
To be able to compare a run in the complement specification automaton with a path in the synchronized product using the self-loop transitions for the predicates, we define a sequential projection of a word w. In this sequential projection the truth values b i j = 1/b i j = 0 for a letter B = (c, b 1 1 , . . . , b n l ) are tested by checking the existence of the self-loop transitions with the labels v i j /¬v i j . Let B k = (c k , . . . ) and B k+1 = (c k+1 , . . . ) be two subsequent letters in w where c k , c k+1 have the same synchronization profile sp(c k ) = sp(c k+1 ). Because of the structure of the product, the predicates of the other components I\sp(c k ) cannot change between subsequent transitions in the product with labels B k , B k+1 and thus do not have to be checked again if they coincide in B k and B k+1 . We define seq(w) as a regular expression which allows that the coinciding predicates are not checked again but also that they are checked again. Further, we allow any possible order in which these predicates are tested. We now define seq(w) formally.
Let Σ ′ := Σ × B l·n and w = B 1 · · · B len(w) ∈ Σ ′ * be a word with length len(w). Further let S t be the symmetric group with t elements. The sequential projection seq(w) of the word w is defined by seq(w) := seq(B 1 ) · · · seq(B len(w) ) with seq(B k ) (k ∈ [len(w)]) for a letter B k = (c k , b 1 1 , . . . , b n l ) defined as follows: If k = 1 or B k is switching w.r.t. B k−1 then the regular expression seq(B k ) is 
Example 6. Let w = (a, 1, 1, 0) T (a, 0, 1, 0) T . We have uv¬wa¬ua ∈ L(seq(w)) (where v, ¬w are not checked again), but also e. g. v¬wua¬uv¬wa ∈ L(seq(w)) (where all transitions are checked again and we use an other sequence in which the predicate transitions are checked).
The following lemma shows the connection of the paths in the synchronized product and the paths of the expanded synchronized product: Lemma 1. Let A Sys be a synchronized product and A ESys the expanded synchronized product of A Sys and y . . , b n l ) then for B k there exists a path from s k−1 by a word w k to s k that checks all predicates at s k−1 and afterwards uses a c-transition to s k (or it checks only the predicates of component K i if a transition of the same component was taken before and the other predicates did not change). We conclude that in A ESys there exists a transition with label B k from s k−1 to s k . By the concatenation of the path y ∈ A ESys follows.
Global Specification
The global specification automaton A Glob := (G, Σ B , ∆ Glob , q 0 , F ) for a sequential projection A P roj = (Q ∪ R, Σ, ∆ P roj , q 0 , F ) of a (bounded synchronized) complement specification automaton is defined as in Definition 3, but the state set G is the union of the sets 1. {q 0 } ∪ F 2. {q ∈ Q | ∃r 1 , r 2 ∈ R ∃(r 1 , c, q), (q, v i , r 2 ) ∈ ∆ P roj : c ∈ Σ ∧ i ∈ sp(c)} 3. {r = (c, B 1 , . . . , B n , k, q) ∈ R | ∃r 1 , r 2 ∈ Q∪R ∃(r 1 , v i , r), (r, w j , r 2 ) ∈ ∆ P roj :
For a local block A I r,r ′ ,w and i ∈ I let A I r,r ′ ,w ↾ i := B i r,r ′ where B i r,r ′ is the automaton which results from A I r,r ′ ,w if we replace all transitions from component indices different from i by ε-transitions. For a local block A I r,r ′ with singleton I = {i} we define A I r,r ′ ↾ i to be A r,r ′ itself. For a given z = t 1 . . . t u ∈ L(A I ) we define the projection of z to component i, denoted by z ↾ i , as t i 1 . . . t i len(i) with len(i) maximal such that for j ∈ [len(i)] :
↾ i (for states r j , r ′ j ∈ G) and i ∈ I j in the order in which the A I j r j ,r ′ j (,w) appear in z. Example 7. In Fig. 7 we show the global specification automaton of the sequential projection from Fig. 6 . The local blocks are defined as in Sect. 3, e. g. A
{1}
r 11 ,r 7 = ({r 11 , r 12 , q 1 }, {u, a}, ∆, r 11 , {q 1 }) where ∆ contains only the transitions (r 11 , u, r 12 ) and (r 12 , a, q 1 ).
Composition: General Case
With the preliminaries from the last section we generalize Theorem 1 to specifications which can also check the predicates of a product. Further, we give an upper bound for the induced algorithm.
Theorem 2. For a given (bounded synchronized) complement specification automaton A Spec and any synchronized product A ESys of components K i for i ∈ [n], compatible with A Spec we have:
The size of A Glob is quadratic in the size of A Spec and linear in the number of predicates and components. The length of z is exponential in the maximal number of states a component has. The tests whether L(z↾ i ) ∩ L(K i ) = ∅ need a precalculation which is exponential in the number of components, predicates and states of the complement specification, and in the number of states the largest component has.
Example 8. In A ESys (which is A Sys from Fig. 3 with the predicate valuations of the current state on the outgoing transitions) and in A Spec from Fig. 5 there exist the paths π Spec = (q 0 , q ′ 0 , q 1 , q ′ 1 , q 0 , q 2 , q 3 ) and π ESys = (s 135 0, 1, 1) T . In A Sys there exists a path π Sys with the same state sequence like π ESys , but with each state repeated four times and the label sequence v¬wuaε¬uau ¬wvb¬v¬wua¬u¬v¬wcvwd. From the path π Spec we get a path π P roj = (q 0 , r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , q ′ 0 , r 13 , r 12 , q 1 , r 7 , r 8 , r 9 , q ′ 1 , r 16 , r 15 , r 14 , q 0 , r 4 , r 5 , r 6 , q 2 , r 17 , r 18 , q 3 ) in A P roj of Fig. 6 with the same label sequence.
From π P roj we get π Glob = (q 0 , r 1 , r 2 , r 7 , r 8 , r 16 , r 15 , r 4 , q 3 ) in A Glob from r 4 ,q 3 ,¬v¬wcvwd ↾ 2 ) and v · vb¬v · ¬vεcvεd ∈ L(z↾ 2 ) ∩ L(K 2 ) with the path π 2 = (3, 3, 3, 4, 4, 4, 4, 3, 3, 3, 3) in K 2 .
We show correctness, completeness and complexity bounds.
Proof (Correctness).
Given L(A ESys ) ∩ L(A Spec ) = ∅ then there exists a word y with y ∈ L(A Spec ) and L(seq(y)) ⊆ L(A Sys ) by the proof of Lemma 1. Because of the construction of A P roj from A Spec , it follows that L(seq(y)) ∩ L(A P roj ) = ∅. Thus, there exists a word v ∈ L(A P roj ) ∩ L(A Sys ). Let π P roj be a path induced by v in A P roj . We group the subsequent path segments of π P roj which use transitions of the same component respectively with the same synchronization profile. The path π P roj is decomposable into path segments π P roj 1 , π P roj 2 , . . . , π P roj u for u ≤ len(π P roj ) such that π P roj j uses only transitions with labels of exactly one synchronization profile sp(c) for c ∈ Σ. Let I j denote these components sp(c) of the j-th path segment. We assume that I j = I j+1 for j ∈ [u − 1], otherwise the corresponding path segments could be joined to guarantee this property. Because of the definition of A Glob there exists a path π Glob in A Glob with label sequence z = A 
. . , I jz and ∀j ′ ∈ {j 1 , . . . , j z } : i ∈ I j ′ . It follows that for every component K i of A Sys there exists a path in
Proof (Completeness).
It is given that there exists a z ∈ L(A Glob ) such that for all i ∈ I there exist words
follows that in the component K i there exists a path s i
for states s i j ∈ S i . From the construction of A Glob out of A P roj we conclude that there exists a path labeled by w in A P roj whereas the word w is defined as the result of the concatenation of words which are constructed out of the v i j in the order as the t i We now justify the complexity claims of Theorem 2, by giving more precise complexity bounds for the induced algorithm. For a synchronized product we use the following parameters:
-n: the number of components -l: the number of predicates -r: the largest number of states of the components (the maximum over all n i )
For a complement specification we use the parameters:
-s: the number of states -w syn : the number of synchronizing words for non-trivial synchronization profiles (Formally, w syn is defined as I⊆[n],I ={i} w I syn where w I syn is the (finite) number of words in the complement specification restricted to the synchronisation profile I.)
We show that the size of A Glob is ≤ s 2 · l · n + s and the length of the word z can be restricted to (s 2 + w syn ) · l · n · 2 r 2 . Further, the complexity of the precalculation is at most (
Proof (Complexity of the Algorithm).
1. Let t be the number of transitions of A Spec . The automaton A P roj has s P roj ≤ t · l · n + s ≤ s 2 · l · n + s states and t P roj ≤ t · (l · n + 1) ≤ s 2 · (l · n + 1) transitions, because for each of the t transitions in A Spec there are at most l · n additional states and transitions in A P roj .
2. Let t sw be the number of switching transitions. Because A Glob compresses the check of transitions of the same synchronization profile into a local block, A Glob has s Glob ≤ t sw · l · n ≤ s 2 · l · n states and there are at most t Glob ≤ (t sw + w syn ) · l · n ≤ (s 2 + w syn ) · l · n local blocks. 3. For each local block A I r,r ′ (,w) ↾ i and each component K i , we have to calculate the effect of A I r,r ′ (,w) ↾ i on K i . For this, first, we have to build the product automaton of A I r,r ′ (,w) ↾ i and K i (see the remark after Definition 7). The size of this product is at most t P roj · r ≤ s 2 · (l · n + 1) · r. Then, we have to check all words in the product up to the size of the product, i. e. at most [s 2 · l] r·t P roj words. Thus, in total, we get a cost of t Glob · [s 2 · l] r·t P roj ≤ (s 2 + w syn ) · l · n · [s 2 · l] r·s 2 (l·n+1) for this precalculation. 4. Let T P i be the set of all transition profiles of K i , tp i := |T P i | the number of transition profiles for the i-th component and tp := max i∈I tp i the number of transition profiles of the largest component. Note that each automaton A I r,r ′ (,w) ↾ i selects a subset of T P i -the effect of A I r,r ′ (,w) ↾ i on K i . For the estimation of the length of z let us note that on the one hand, the number t Glob of transitions of A Glob is not sufficient because A Glob might have only one state with a loop (t Glob = 1) and the effect of this loop might contain only one transition profile, e. g. τ = (1 → 2, . . . , n i−1 → n i ). We could get other transition profiles like (1 → 3, . . . , n i−1 → 1) by repeating τ more than t Glob = 1 times. On the other hand, tp is also not sufficient for the length of z because t Glob might be much larger than tp, but for all but one letter the effect on K i might be the identity (1 → 1, . . . , n i → n i ) and the other effect might be (1 → 2, . . . , n i−1 → n i ). Thus, we could get other transition profiles with a length > tp of z. For i ∈ I let RT P i be the set of sets of transition profiles reachable by any word z ↾ i for z ∈ L(A Glob ). We will now show that the length of z can be restricted to at most tp·t Glob +1 by proving that RT P i can already be reached by all words up to length tp · t Glob + 1. As shown above, it could be the case that the effect in K i of a loop in A Glob contains only one transition profile τ different from the identity. The largest loop without repeating more than one state has to be of size ≤ t Glob , so after at least t Glob + 1 letters we can be sure that we either have already reached RT P i or the effect of this word is a transition profile different from t. By repeating any loops of size ≤ t Glob at most tp i times we can reach RT P i . Thus, the size of all z↾ i can be bounded by t Glob · tp. We conclude that the maximal length of the word z is t Glob · tp ≤ ((s 2 + w syn ) · l · n) · (2 r 2 ). For each of these words z the effect of z↾ i on K i has to be calculated. Because the effect of the concatenation of local blocks on K i is determined by the concatenation of the effects, we can simply concatenate the precalculated effects. Thus, we have to check at most (n · t Glob ) t Glob ·tp ≤ ((s 2 + w syn ) · l · n 2 ) ((s 2 +wsyn)·l·n)·(2 r 2 ) words.
The generalization to Büchi automata as in Sect. 3 also works in the case with predicates. The complexity differs only by a constant factor.
The proof idea for the generalization to Büchi automata is the following: Consider an infinite path in the projection of the complement specification automaton and its decomposition into path segments π P roj j which use only labels of exactly one synchronization profile (and subsequent segments cannot be joined while remaining this property). Then there are two cases: either the last path segment is infinite or there are infinitely many (finite) path segments with different synchronization profiles. This amounts to the two cases for the word z in the global specification: either z is finite and the last local block is a Büchi automaton or z is an infinite word of the form z = uv ω for finite u, v and all local blocks are finite automata.
Note that the generalization to Büchi automata only adds a factor 2 to the length of the word z. For the first case, where a finite z is considered we can use the same estimation as in the proof of Theorem 1. We want to remark, that for the last local block of z we have to calculate the effect of a Büchi automaton on a finite automaton. However, this can be done in an analogous way to the case of a finite automaton. For the second case where z is infinite of the form z = uv ω , we can use the known estimation for both subwords u and v. Thus, together we get a complexity which is twice the complexity of the known algorithm.
Further Results and Conclusion
We have presented a compositional approach for reducing failure detection in a product of transition systems to the components, working in an automata theoretic rather than a logical framework. The method allows us to reduce the question whether a product of transition systems and a given complement specification automaton (with bounded synchronization) have paths with a common labeling to the question whether a path in the global specification automaton exists such that the components and parts of the complement specification which are described by the local blocks of the global specification automaton have paths with common labeling. The composition method uses information about the transitions in the product -their synchronization profiles -to split the complement specification automaton into parts. Further, we have shown that the complexity of the induced algorithm is at most double exponential in the number of states of the largest component and exponential in the number of components, in the number of states and predicates the complement specification has. We want to remark that the restriction to bounded synchronization can be removed: Consider a part of the specification with a fixed synchronization profile and unbounded synchronization (i. e. this part contains a loop). This part cannot be checked as a single local block, because there is no guarantee that in all components of the synchronization profile the same word is chosen. Therefore, we have to use local blocks for every letter of this part. Of course, in general, we have to pay in complexity for these parts of unbounded synchronization. However, as we estimated the complexity by s 2 in Section 5 the worst case complexity does not change.
The results in this paper complement research on synchronized state/event systems [BVF + 99] in which the descriptional framework is modal logic, and where model-checking is done by a reduction of the product index set while transforming the given specification (formula). As another related paper we mention [CK96] where a different set-up for specifying synchronization is used (via "interface processes").
We mention that the present technique can be improved further in appropriate scenarios: E. g., one could use the fact that in the complement specification successive transitions of the same component must have the same valuation of the predicates of the other components, to reduce the number of transitions by deleting transitions where this is not the case. A second improvement would be to duplicate states with incoming transitions of different components and thereby to split the different paths. However, one would have to ensure that this procedure does terminate by considering the decomposition of the complement specification automaton into strongly connected components and aborting the procedure if we reach the same state of a loop again.
Let us mention two possible generalizations: First, one should aim at a composition theorem directly for the language inclusion problem L(Sys) ⊆ L(Spec), because it is more natural to specify the desired behaviour of a system than the behaviour of the complement. Second, one should get a deeper understanding of the technique by looking at how the decomposition of the complement specification automaton can be translated to a decomposition of a logical formula. Therefore, one could consider e. g. a variation of linear time temporal logic (LTL) with additional information about the components, respectively the synchronization profile on parts of the formula. Linear time temporal logic is here a better candidate than classical first-order logic.
